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Abstract

A lady with bone fractures, persistent back pain and thyroid cancer is cured without drugs or surgery. Years of emotional torment seem to have been the cause.

Introduction

I first met Susan online after she had been cured of cancer by CellSonic. She sought reassurance and wanted to know if she could buy a CellSonic machine because, having been convinced by her own experience, she could see the market and the importance of helping friends and relatives. She also wanted a new career that would give her independence.

The first contact with Susan was an email seeking advice. She had thyroid cancer, broken bones and persistent back pain. To a patient this is a terrible combination. For CellSonic, it is all treatable safely without drugs.

She had to catch a flight to get to a CellSonic machine. The lady therapist was another CellSonic ex-patient whose breast cancer had been cured so the level of confidence was high.

The treatment.

Susan made notes of her treatment and emailed me as follows, in her own distinctive font:

Hello Andrew,

Happy New Year to you!! I hope this finds you doing well. I am following up with you as I promised.

I have returned back home from my treatment. You were right!! It is simple, fast and ultimately painless. Very impressive. As you warned, she found many areas that were a negative charge with the compass. And according to her, were cancer. It seemed to us that the lymphatic system was riddled with it. I am not sure how that works, but certainly after the treatment the negative turned positive. WOW!
My questions for you are as follows:

1. Will I feel or see any changes with the main tumour that is visible on my thyroid?

2. Will it disappear at some point?

3. What tests shall I have performed to verify cancer is no longer present? Ultrasound, CT Scan, Biopsy or all?

4. How long shall I wait to have these test performed?

5. What additional treatment do you recommend for my life long back and neck pain?

6. What additional treatment do you recommend for my healing broken leg?

PS. See below the log of treatments for your record of my recovery.

Treatments were as follows:

DAY 1: (treatment for cancer and for neck and back scoliosis)

250 pulses at level 10 on the right groin area

250 pulses at level 10 on the left groin area

41 pulses at level 4 on the main cancerous thyroid tumor

250 pulses at level 4 on the neck area around the thyroid tumor where there is metastatic cancer

500 pulses at level 10 for lower back pain

750 pulses at level 10 for neck pain

250 pulses at level 10 for mid back pain

DAY 2: (no treatment for cancer. Treated back, neck, hip and leg where broken bone was)
50 pulses at level 10 for neck pain
100 pulses at level 10 for neck and upper back
400 pulses at level 10 for lower back/hip
400 pulses at level 10 for mid spine/back
1000 pulses at level 10 on left leg at upper tibia and around knee

DAY 3:
CLEAR...all positive charge. No treatment

Here is my reply to Susan:
Thank you and good to know that all went well.

This is exciting: 41 pulses at level 4 on the main cancerous thyroid tumor

In other words, cancer is easy, quick, painless and nothing to worry about. Don’t tell Big Pharma; tell the world. With the machine banging at 4 pulses a second, it took ten seconds to cure your cancer. In other words, that lump is now benign.

Here are the answers to your questions:

1. **Will I feel or see any changes with the main tumor that is visible on my thyroid?**
   Yes and soon. The voltage has changed as confirmed by the compass. The benign tissue will be removed by the immune system and how quickly that will happen varies from person to person.

2. **Will it disappear at some point?**
   It should.

3. **What tests shall I have performed to verify cancer is no longer present? Ultrasound, CT Scan, Biopsy or all?**
   All those tests are useful but none of them measure the main distinction between cancer and non-cancer and that is the voltage to which the compass responds. That was checked during the treatment, and on the second and third day.
   **How long shall I wait to have these test performed?**
   If it were me, I would not bother with tests that do not measure what matters.

4. **What additional treatment do you recommend for my life long back and neck pain?**
CellSonic is needed and will encourage the growth of new tissues. They grow at the speed set by nature. New nerves will grow and what is impinging on the nerves causing pain will have been adjusted, whatever that may be. CellSonic is not doing it, your body is. CellSonic is only provoking the immune system into action.

5. **What additional treatment do you recommend for my healing broken leg?**

More CellSonic. Healing broken bones was first done thirty years ago and CellSonic has been shown to be the most effective method of all. Are the bones in the correct alignment? Providing they are, osteoblasts will be generated causing new bone growth which can bridge a 6 mm (quarter of an inch) gap. Healing a fracture takes six to eight weeks.

Susan’s improvement continued and I asked her if she would let me write about her case. She replied:

Yes of course. You may absolutely use my case in your papers. I would like to also mention that after 6 weeks my leg break pain was gone. I am walking without a limp and feeling stronger now. I am anxious to do more treatments as soon as I get my machine.
My spine and neck were treated and the neck was instantly better. My back is slightly better. Again.....looking forward to more treatments as I know just one would not do the trick.

I will send you a photo of my neck.

Thanks, Susan.
What and How

What happened to Susan is clear from what she reported. How it happened is interesting.

The bone repair has been understood for decades. In the mid-1990s, urologists treating kidney stones with electro-hydraulic lithotripters asked what would happen to bone if hit by the pressure pulses due to inaccurate aiming at the stones. The answer was micro-fracture of bone, formation of osteoblasts and healing of the bone to the extent that a gap between fractured bone of up to 6 mm could be bridged. The rate of healing of bone was not accelerated but bone that failed to heal was made to heal and this became the standard treatment for pseudoarthrosis.

Susan’s back pain is also healing. The discovery of neurological healing came from the observation of wound healing with sensitive skin formed containing new nerves. Bone fracture patients with cuts had wounds that healed better than expected. Although wound healing never was a medical speciality (there are no woundologists) a combination of dermatologists and orthopaedics treated the non-healing wounds of diabetics with poor vascularisation and minimal nerve sensitivity to find that the wounds healed and sensitivity was restored. Large areas of skin grew with nerves embedded. It was actually growing a new organ rather than healing a cut.

Severed spinal cord is the ultimate challenge of nerve repair and CellSonic has healed paralysis on numerous occasions. In comparison, back pain is the easy task.

Susan’s thyroid cancer was the eye opener. With the cancer compass monitoring the tumour and the CellSonic aiming at it whilst the pulses banged at a rate of four a second, the compass turned to positive (no cancer) at the 41st pulse. It took only ten seconds to cure Susan of cancer. In many countries, lawyers will tell you the word cure is not permitted in court. Outside court, the word is used by everyone including lawyers suffering from cancer. I speak to patients and doctors, not lawyers.

Time passed and Susan had all the tests and scans she could with the same verdict from all; they could see that there had been cancer but it is not there now. As I write, that was three months ago. The lump appears to be there doing no harm. At some stage, her immune system will remove it. The performance of the immune system is influenced by the mental state which takes time to readjust to not being threatened.

The psychological trauma

It is too simple to assume that having cured cancer, the patient is alright. What happened to disrupt the immune system that should have caught mutant cells before they could multiply into clusters and form tumours? The mental state is almost always the key to understanding cancer. I explained that to Susan and she immediately said she knew that. Her ex-husband was narcissistic.

I was looking at a lady in another continent on my computer screen. She was fiftyish, I guessed. When trying to understand, you have either to guess or ask questions which may or may not be answered truthfully. I prefer not to ask. Let the story emerge and it did leaving only a few gaps. It was much the same as many similar plights told to me by others, male and female, elsewhere. We are all emotionally fragile.

For sure, Susan was a very attractive woman when she found the man to marry. I am not sure whether being attractive is an asset or a liability. People want you for your looks, seldom your brain. Where looks matter, these people collect and show off. Egos dominate and intellectuals are not part of the scene. The divorce rate of film stars has always fuelled gossip columns. Susan married an entertainer. Who he was and what he did, I do not know. I get the impression that Susan was an accoutrement like a sports car and jewellery. A trophy wife. Initially, she would have been flattered.
and amused but it became a merry-go-round with no ending. An enquiring mind ends up wanting to jump off and walk the normal paths with normal people. A colleague tells me that throat cancer indicates being not allowed to speak. She was an ornament without an opinion. The husband neither knew her nor cared for her. He was and remains wrapped up in himself.

CellSonic has not only saved Susan’s life, it has given her a new one. She is in the process of buying a CellSonic machine because she knows from her own experience what it does. Where she lives, there are many people needing help and at last they want her for her brain. So all of you who do not resemble the film stars, think what you have missed.

**Further reading:**

- [Advances in Biophysics.pdf (cellsonic-medical.com)](http://link.to/file)
- [CellSonic Medical (cellsonic-medical.com)](http://link.to/website) bone healing
- [CellSonic Medical (cellsonic-medical.com)](http://link.to/website) pain
- [CellSonic Medical (cellsonic-medical.com)](http://link.to/website) cancer